Previewing custom material settings

Besides choosing from the seven preset material settings on the Smart Set® dial, you can also take advantage of the Custom setting for even greater flexibility with various materials. When your Smart Set® dial is turned to “Custom,” you can access a large variety of material settings in Cricut Design Space™. Each one is set up with a pre-determined cut pressure and multi-cut setting. To preview custom material settings prior to starting a project, follow the steps below.

Step 1  Plug in your machine and turn it on. Settings are specific to the machine so it needs to be connected to your computer to view details.

Step 2  Sign into with your Cricut ID in the Account drop down menu.
Step 3  Select “Manage Custom Materials” in the Account drop down menu.

Step 4  Scroll the list to view custom materials along with their settings. You can add new materials or edit the current list of materials from this screen.

Tip: You can also access material setting on the Load, Set, Go screen.